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Don’t miss the “Mother of all Lectures” as the wisest human, Dr. Gene Ray, will 
be speaking at Georgia Tech on the greatest discovery, Nature’s Harmonic Time 
Cube.  CREATION IS CUBIC, but you are educated singularity stupid by academic 
bastards.  Open your one-corner stupid mind to Time Cube, the Holy Grail of 
Physics.  Dr. Ray’s “magnificent creation of 4 simultaneous 24 hour days within a 
single rotation of the earth” manifests the evil of cubelessness.  You have difficulty 
understanding the truth of time cube because you have been educated stupid.  You 
are a stupid dumbass.  You have to forget what evil dunghead educators have 
taught you and accept cubic life.  Singularity is evil. 
 
Official Time Cube site: http://www.timecube.com 
Official Georgia Tech Time Cube site: http://timecube.shim.net 
Warning: Dr. Gene Ray says “This site may be hazardous to your stupidity.” 
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Some words from Dr. Gene Ray, Cubic and Wisest Human: 
 

Educated cubeless stupid, you think stupid.  
Why worship a dumb 1 day god when I 
demonstrate 4 simultaneous 24 hour days 
within a single 24 hour rotation of Earth? 
Linear, singularity and trinity equate to evil 
math within Nature's Cubic Creation 
 
I bestow upon myself the "Doctorate of 
Cubicism", for educators are ignorant of 
Nature's Harmonic Time Cube Principle 
and cannot bestow the prestigious honor 
of wisdom upon the wisest human ever.  
                                          Dr. Gene Ray 

YOU are the lowest form. 
YOU can't procreate alone. 
YOU destroyed the village. 
YOU destroyed the family. 
YOU destroyed childhood. 
YOU destroyed naturalism. 
YOU don't know the Truth. 
YOU pitiful mindless fools, 
YOU are educated stupid. 
YOU worship cubeless word 
YOU are your own poison. 
YOU create your own hell. 
YOU must seek Time Cube. 

I am not allowed to lecture at the word animal academic 
institutions, for they fear my wisdom will expose and indict the 
pedant hirelings as betrayers of dumb-ass students - the dung 
heads who allow their freedom of speech to be suppressed 
without a whimper, unbelieveable. Word animals will feel the 
wrath of Cubic curse. 
 

Wise people call me a genius. Stupid and evil people call 
me crazy.  My character is really determined by the 
mentality of the viewer. 
 

Life is based upon a perfect math or your arm would be too 
short to wipe your butt. 

 
If I tell a human that his 4-
corner head (nose, 2 ears and 
back corner) has only a 1-
corner face, the dumb- ass 
will say to me - "prove it". He 
knows not that his face is a 
corner. 
 

You have been educated 
singularity stupid.  You have 
been educated in singularity 
evil.  Self singularity is cursed 
form of humanity.  Do you care 
to know that Cubic Creation 
debunks the Word God and 
Word World of the educated 
stupid human Word Animal? 
 

Academia equates to a deadly 
plague. 

 

 

Every academic professor and 
teacher ignorant of the Time 
Cube Principle, is stupid, evil 
and unworthy of life on Earth, 
for they lead humanity down a 
path ending with cannibalism. 
Don't accept cubeless 
education that leads to 
apocalyptic doom, as it has led 
all past civilizations.  
 

Educators own your mind and 
fills it with garbage, that will 
soon destroy humanity.  They 
deserve to be spit upon 
publicly. 
 

WORD students serve Nature 
best if dead 

 
There is nothing so dumb, stupid and evil as a cubeless 
educator, except for their evil dumb stupid ass students. Evil 
educators teach dumb students how to profit from plunder of 
Earth and to create deadly nuclear waste that will poison the 
children's water and destroy humanity. Both educator and 
stupid student must be condemned. Tis Time to ban any 
educator who does not teach Cubicism above cubelessness. 
To save humanity from extinction, like prior civilizations 
perished, youth must redirect self teachers, or shackle them. 
Stupid Educators know of the Truth I speak and know that it 
will indict them as the most evil bastards on the Earth. Only a 
dumb student can be educated - as in brainwashed and 
indoctrinated. Time Cube debate denial is educator evil. It is 
not immoral for students to dispise educators who ignore 
Nature's Harmonic Time Cube or suppress free speech rights 
to debate Time Cube Creation Principle.  
Ignorance of Time Cube is Greatest Evil. 

 
 

The Cubic Teacher, Dr. Ray 

My wisdom so antiquates known 
knowledge, that a psychiatrist 
examining my behavior, eccentric by 
his academic single corner knowledge, 
knows no course other than to judge 
me schizoprenic. In today's society of 
greed, men of word illusion are elected 
to lead and wise men are condemned. 
You must establish a Chair of Wisdom 
to empower Wise Men over the stupid 
intelligentsia, or perish. 
 
Circle measure is slop bucket. 
 
God is a word masturbation. A fart has 
more "substance" than a human 
emitted word. 
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